REPLAY
conductors of the period, Rodzinski breaks
the tremolando bridge towards the close
of the first movement. Again, Mark ObertThorn provides excellent transfers.
THE RECORDINGS
Sibelius Symphonies Nos 1, 2, 5 &
6, etc Boston SO / Koussevitzky
Pristine Classical F b PASC617
pristineclassical.com

Sibelius. Tchaikovsky
Symphonies, etc Rodzinski
Pristine Classical F b PASC619

Sibelius Orchestral Works
Finnish RSO / Fougstedt
Sibelius Society
price £10 incl p+p, contact
ainola@blueyonder.co.uk

P H O T O G R A P H Y: B R I D G E M A N I M A G E S

Emma Boynet on 78s

This year marks the 130th anniversary
of the birth of Emma Boynet, a pupil of
the legendary French pianist, composer
and pedagogue Isidor Philipp, whose
complete solo shellac recordings have
recently appeared on a double-pack as
part of APR’s admirable series ‘The
French Piano School’. Details of Boynet’s
fascinating career and of how she related
to Philipp are featured in Frédéric
Gaussin’s excellent booklet note, so best
here to relate some of the set’s highlights.
Don’t start at the beginning, though –
a rather breathless account of Schubert’s
G flat Impromptu, well enough played
but quite devoid of the magical Boynet
touch. Weber’s Rondo brillante ‘La gaîté’
soon redresses the balance, as does
the Rondo from Haydn’s Sonata in C,
HobXVI:48.
The rest of the set is equally marvellous.
Philipp’s four delightful Ancient Airs and
Dances were recorded by the French arm
of Polydor, the German parent company
having by 1939 barred Jewish music
from its catalogue. They exhibit Boynet’s
elegance, exuberance and sense of style,
and are remarkably well recorded for
their age. Chabrier provides as much joy,
initially with a nimbly dancing account of
his delicate Idylle and then, spectacularly,
with the exuberance of his Bourrée fantasque,
its chattering repeated notes and aching
melancholy alternating to expressive effect.
No one in my experience quite matches
Boynet here (unless you count Paul Paray in
Detroit conducting Mottl’s orchestration).
Miniatures by Pierné, Séverac, Ibert,
Philipp himself and others further flavour
the mix but the composer most generously
gramophone.co.uk

represented is Fauré, initially on some
78s and then, for the second disc, a pair
of extremely rare Vox LPs, skilfully
transferred. Here Boynet approaches – but
doesn’t quite surpass – the elevated level
of the rather later recordings by Germaine
Thyssens-Valentin (Testament), tracing
these infinitely subtle narratives from the
inside and where necessary accentuating
their drama. A beautiful and often
exhilarating set.
THE RECORDING
The Complete Solo 78rpm
Recordings and Fauré LPs
Emma Boynet
APR B b APR6033

Askenase revelations

There will doubtless be cause for
considerable excitement within the ranks
of Stefan Askenase’s many admirers when
they discover Melo Classic’s collection
of German piano recitals. These feature
much music that is not otherwise available
in the pianist’s discography (principally
on DG), including, surprisingly perhaps,
the complete set of Op 10 Études by
Chopin which are consistently absorbing,
the ‘Revolutionary’ doggedly emphatic,
No 4 in C sharp minor forceful and well
articulated, No 6 in E flat minor truly
heartfelt and No 7 in C brilliant in all its
voices, with only No 11 in E flat sounding
earthbound. A sequence of nine Nocturnes
is in essence not dissimilar to the DG
versions (from the complete set), save
for this or that expressive detail, whereas
among other Chopin items the C sharp
minor Waltz exhibits a markedly smoother
legato than its DG predecessor.
So much for Chopin. More interesting
still is Schumann’s fantastical Kreisleriana,
the tumbledown opening section sparely
pedalled, the Sehr langsam fourth section
especially beautiful, whereas the last two
sections exhibit Askenase’s awesome
control of his instrument, brilliant in the
Sehr rasch seventh section, while in the
finale – which is so sensitively set up as the
previous movement draws to a close – stray
notes fall like as many leaves blown across
the staves. And what of Ravel’s Valses nobles
et sentimentales? Full of atmosphere, though
heavily etched – in fact, to be honest,
possibly the least ‘French’ performance I’ve
ever heard. More idiomatic by far are the
two relatively familiar Soler sonatas (R90
and 21) that close the selection, both of
them pert and well paced.
All in all, then, this excellent and nicely
recorded recital extends our knowledge of

a major pianistic figure from the relatively
recent past. I’d certainly recommend you
investigate further.
THE RECORDING
Piano Recitals in Germany
1952-1968 Stefan Askenase
Melo Classic B b MC1051
meloclassic.com

Shafran at his best

Soviet Russia’s two greatest cellists were
Mstislav Rostropovich and Daniil Shafran.
Michael Waiblinger’s excellent booklet
note for Shafran’s ‘Concert Tours in
Germany 1957-1973’ quotes the cellist as
saying: ‘I respect him [Rostropovich] as one
of the outstanding musicians of our time,
but we are not friends.’ When I interviewed
Rostropovich in the 1990s my merely
mentioning Shafran was met with a blank
look at best. Chalk and cheese, I’d say,
Shafran the suave introvert, Rostropovich
the big-hearted extrovert. Shafran learnt
the art of rigorous practising from his
cellist father; he was a perfectionist and
spent endless hours working on his tone
(including countless varieties of vibrato),
his phrasing, his amazing technique and
his overall view of a piece. This particular
programme includes a taut, lyrical and
assured account of the Dvo∑ák Concerto
with the Berlin Radio Symphony Orchestra
under Carl von Garaguly, a Hungarian
violinist and conductor who spent much
of his working life in Scandinavia. He
certainly cues a strongly projected account
of Dvo∑ák’s orchestral score and viewed
as a whole, the performance is supremely
successful. After Dvo∑ák comes Kabalevsky,
his appealing First Concerto conducted by
the composer, who had also led Shafran’s
equally fine Melodiya recording of the
work (available on Omega Classics). As
to works with piano (Anton Ginsburg),
Britten’s Sonata is dazzling – in the closing
Moto perpetuo, for example, bow and strings
enter into bouncy banter – while Franck’s
Sonata, transcribed from its violin original,
is charged with feeling, and Prokofiev’s
Sonata witnesses, at the start of its finale, a
veritable flood of glorious tone. So does the
Serenata from Stravinsky’s Suite italienne,
another wonderful performance. All the
duo sonatas are offered in stereo. Fabulous!
THE RECORDING
Concert Tours in Germany
1957-1973 Daniil Shafran
Melo Classic B b MC3015
meloclassic.com
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